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Russian Experience in Employing Romanization System «GOST-83» 
for Cyrill ic Al p ha bet 

RESUME 

The Romanization system for C rillic alphabet GOST-83 was adopted and recom- 
mended for international use by the 5 UN Conference on the Standardization of Geo- 
graphical Names in 1987 (Montreal). 

yh 

More than fifteen years have passed since GOST-83 was officially acknowledged. 
During this time it was applied first in the USSR and then in Russia to release cartographic 
products intended for international circulation, gazetteers and references devoted to geo- 
graphical names. This proves the system has stood test time and is being wider and 
wider used for international circulation per the recommendations of the UN Conferences. 

While being employed, GOST-83 has not been modified. However, rules and field 
of application of the transliteration system has been detailed. Currently GOST-83 is em- 
ployed in Russia to transliterate place-names of the Russian Federation and the Russian 
geographical names in Antarctica and the World Ocean for official papers, cartographic 
and other products issued in foreign languages with Roman script. 

eration key table and some instances clarifying its use. 
The paper comprises some current conventions to apply GOST-83 system, translit- 
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UN Conferences on Geographical Names Standardization recommended that geographi- 
cal names standardized at the national level should be used for international circulation. 
Thus, names in the Roman script are used in full graphic forms including modified Roman 
characters and diacritics available in various languages. For non-Roman languages, inter- 
national Romanization systems should be based on appropriate national systems. 

The 1'' UN Conference on the Standardization of Geographical Names adopted a resolu- 
tion that recommended that each non-Roman country should develop a single Romaniza- 
tion system. Later, basic principles for such a system were formulated - unambiguous, 
reversible and generic nature, that is capabilíty of being used in different fields of interna- 
tional com m u n ication . 

Geographical names standardized at national level and then rendered in the Roman script 
per the conventions adopted in a country are actually official equivalents of national 
names and should be used in such Romanized forms in various documents aimed at in- 
ternational circulation. 

Unique Romanized forms of geographic names provide for their definite identification. Still, 
any Romanization system is conventional and unable of ensuring full phonetic identity of 
names. 

The Romanization system for Cyrillic alphabet developed in the USSR was adopted for 
international circulation at the Elth UN Conference on the Standardization of Geographical 
Names in 1987 (Montreal) and called GOST-83. 

More than fifteen yearc have passed since GOST-83 was officially acknowledged. During 
this time it was applied first in the USSR and then in Russia to release such cartographic 
products intended for international use as general and administrative maps of the Soviet 
Union at scale 1: 8 O00 000, plans of Moscow, Leningrad and other Russian cities, the 
Atlas of the World, 3d edition (comprising more than 220 O00 place-names). GOST-83 
was employed to render geographical names in the Gazetteer of Antarctica, Reference 
Book of Names for World Countries and Territories, Gazetteer of Hydronyms of Russia 
and other CIS countries. The system was as well used to render Russian place-names in 
sorne world atlases, such as e.g., Atlante Enciclopedico Touring, Milano, 1987; Nuovis- 
simo Atlante Geographico Mondiale, Milano, 1998 and others. This proves the system has 
stood test time and is being wider and wider used for international circulation per recom- 
mendations of the UN Conferences. 

The gained experience demonstrated that GOST-83 responded to the above mentioned 
requirements imposed on the systems of the kind. 

While being employed, GOST-83 has not been modified. However, rules and field of ap- 
plication of the transliteration system has been detailed. 

Currently GOST-83 is employed in Russia to transliterate place-names of the Russian 
Federation and the Russian geographical names in Antarctica and the World Ocean for 
official papers, cartographic and other products issued in foreign languages with Roman 
script. Earlier the standard was used for rendering the Russian forms of geographical 
names of al1 the republics in the USSR except for those using Roman script. Meanwhile it 
is allowed to use GOST-83 to transliterate the Russian forms of geographical names of 
Armen ¡a, Bela rus, Georg ¡a, Kaza k hstan , Kirg h izia , Tadz h i kistan , Tu rkmen ia , Uzbe kistan , 
and Ukrania till these states develop their own Romanization systems which will be ap- 
proved by the UN Conference. 
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The following Roman characters are used in GOST-83 system: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 
1, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, v, y, z, together with some characters with diacritics: C, e,  e, S,Z 
and the following marks: ', " . 

Transliteration with GOST-83 is conventional and based on modern normalized Russian 
spelling of the place-names regardless of the national languages of Russia they originally 
pertain to. 

Transliteration Key Table 

2yrillic character 

A a  
6 6  
B s  
i r  

A A  
E e  
€ e  

x?K 
3 3  
ML1 

MEí 
K K  

M M  

H H  

O 0  
nn 

c c  
T T  

n n  

P P  

Y Y  
@cb 

Lb4 
x x  
q Y  
U l w  
L4U 
bb 
bl bi 

b b  
3 3  

toro 
HFI 

Corres pond i ng 
Roman charac- 

ter 

A a  
B b  
vv 
G g  
D d  
E e  
E e  

ii 
z z  
I i  
J j  
K k  
L I  

M m  
N n  
O 0  

R r  
s s  
T t  
u u  
F f  
H h  
c c  

PP  

c i c  
ss  

S E  SC 

YY 

E e  
Ju ju 
Ja ja 

1 1  

l 

Samples 

In Russian 
A6a Ka H 

~ ~ ~ ~ L L I K M H  
BasMnoBo 
rara pvl H 

En vlcee BKa 
f l Y  AL1 H Ka 

ricen 
EJlKvlHO 

XKvlxMqa 

MAPWa 
FioluKap-Ona 
KOKYI~ 
flmxeng 
MaMa 

3 Be3AH bl 

HOrMHCK 
OMOJlOH 
iionosa 
Pe6puixa 
Cacos0 
Tarra 
YWP 
@OC#)aHOBO 
XoxnoMa 
U a w  
Y Y ~ K O B O  
UlewMa 
qinrpbl 
noAaweso 

IlapaHbra 
bl rblaTTa 

3JlbTOH 
DptO3aH b 
FlrbinbRx 

Romanized 
Abakan 
Babuskin 
Vavilovo 
Gagarin 
Dudinka 
El iseevka 
Elkino 
Psel 

Z;iiica 
Z vezdnyj 
ldrica 
JoSkar-Ola 
Kokuj 
Ljaskelja 
Mama 
Nog i ns k 
Omolon 
Popova 
Rebriha 
Sasovo 
Tatta 
Uiur  
Fofanovo 
Hohloma 
Caca 
CuCkovo 
SeSma 
scigry 
Pod'ljacevo 
Ygyatta 
Poran'ga 
Ei'ton 
J urj uzan' 
Jagyl'jah 

o that in the respective normalized Russian names. For example: 
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KapcKoe Mope - Karskoe more 
KpacHaa ropm - Krasnaja Gorka 
POCTO B- Ha-AOHY - Rostov-na-Donu 

Generic terms in short or full forms precede or follow the Romanized place-names 
just the same way they do it in corresponding Russian names. Examples: 

Senoe Mope - Beloe more 
Mope Jlan-resbix - more Laptevyh 
6aPrY3MHCKMW Xpe6e-r - Barguzinskij hrebet 
xp. MeHAeneeBa - hr. Mendeleeva 
M. YenKICKMH - m. Celjuskin 
o-Ba Aonrue - o-va Dolgie 
60n. YLlCTblM MOX - bol. Cistyj Moh 

Complex and compound names written in Russian in one word or with a hyphen or 
separately retain their spelling patterns when being Romanized with GOST-83. Examples: 

HOBOMOCKOBCK - Novomoskovsk 
BepxHeypan bCK - Verhneural'sk 
YCTb-OPAbl HCK - Ust'-Ordynsk 
OpexoBo-3yeBo - Orehovo-Zuevo 
CTPYTM-KpaCH ble - Strugi-Krasnye 
KaMeHb-Ha-06~4 - Kamenl-na-Obi 
6enaa KankITBa - Belaja Kalitva 

Romanized names are alphabetically arranged per the following character order: a, 
b, c, E ,  d, e, e , E ,  f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, n, o, p, r,  s, S ,  t, u, v, y, z, 2. The Roman characters 
accompanied by marks ' and " which correspond to Russian characters b and b follow 
the Roman letters devoid of these marks. 


